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The world of money movement is set to look dramatically different in the next decade. Instead 
of working through traditional bank transfers, enterprises will take direct control over sending 
and receiving payments for goods and services. With less involvement by traditional financial 
institutions, monetary flows will be simplified, settlement times will shrink, and costs reduced. 
The flow of funds will match enterprise mandates and goals, and less cash will be tied up in 
liability limbo. Instant reconciliation, tighter accounts payable (AP) integration, and greater 
transaction visibility will empower enterprise agility and fuel decision making in new, innovative 
ways.

This is the B2B Payments Ecosystem – a set of technologies and processes driven by a single 
digital ledger designed to give enterprises more control over their global money movement. 
The result: greater flexibility over how business, client, and vendor needs are met, rather than 
yielding to the constraints of legacy banking institutions and payments providers.

https://products.alviere.com/b2b-payments-ecosystems
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Seven pain points in payments
Traditional thinking and legacy institutions have led to payments systems challenged by the 
speed and complexity of today’s enterprise business. Deloitte identifies seven key payments 
challenges faced by enterprises today. 

1. High processing costs - Manual effort, increased volume, and 
outdated processes lead to ever-increasing costs for finance 
departments. It costs a typical organization nearly $8 to process 
a single supplier payment (Deloitte).

2. Payment delays - Data entry errors, increasing data volume, 
and processing inefficiencies lead to delays that have significant 
impacts to vendor obligations, procurement timelines, and payroll 
expectations. 47 percent of small businesses say late payments by 
large firms have gotten worse (Melio/YouGov).

3. Manual AP processing - Lack of automation, limited back-office 
integration, and a reliance on paper checks result in accrued delays 
and errors in the movement of funds.

4. Fraud risk – Increasingly complex and interconnected systems, 
and inconsistent authorization controls at every step, opens the door 
to criminal activity, with paper checks as the most vulnerable attack 
vector (Association of Financial Professionals).

5. Limited transaction visibility - Complicated transactions, 
increased volume, and differences in how cross-border payments 
are managed cause enterprise finance teams to struggle for 
operational visibility across all payments channels.

6. Supplier payment methods - Traditional loyalty programs count 
on net-new sales as the primary mechanism to fund rewards instead 
of generating revenue from program transactions to directly fund 
perks and rewards.

7. Remittance data processing - Missing data elements, different 
file formats, and the lack of back-office support lead to significant 
reconciliation challenges.

35%

24%

$22

65%

Businesses reporting high 
processing costs as a major 
payments challenge (Deloitte)

Monthly revenue held up in 
AR, terms, or trade credit for 
average U.S. business 
(Pymnts.com)

Average cost of processing 
paper checks (Goldman Sachs) 

Organizations were victims 
of payments fraud attacks 
& attempts (Association for 
Financial Professionals) 

Enterprises that understand and address these seven pain points will soon find payments 
to be a core, value-added differentiator for their business.

http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/b2b-payments-for-the-middle-market.html
http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/b2b-payments-for-the-middle-market.html
http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/b2b-payments-for-the-middle-market.html
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210512005058/en/Late-payments-by-large-firms-are-%E2%80%98deliberate%E2%80%99-and-harm-recovery-say-small-businesses
http://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/payments-fraud
http://blog.alviere.com/how-embedded-banking-is-revolutionizing-cross-border-payments
http://blog.alviere.com/how-embedded-banking-is-revolutionizing-cross-border-payments
http://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/financial-services/articles/b2b-payments-for-the-middle-market.html
http://www.paystand.com/blog/b2b-digital-payment-statistics-2020
http://www.gspublishing.com/content/research/en/reports/2019/09/04/201b4777-6217-4638-9701-fb98d67d9d5d.pdf
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/payments-fraud
https://www.afponline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/survey-research-economic-data/Details/payments-fraud
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Tipping point: Trends driving the adoption 
of B2B Payments Ecosystems

With so much at stake, enterprises are rethinking their payments approach, starting with their 
underlying operational model. Nearly all finance teams are looking towards technology to drive 
change: 94 percent plan to invest in digital payments and finance functions (Pymnts.com).

By claiming operational control over payments from traditional banks and payments providers, 
organizations better manage costs, accelerate reconciliation, and increase transaction visibility. 
Areas of strongest investment include procurement, working capital and credit, and fraud 
prevention (Pymnts.com).

”Nonbanks and technology players with a large captive 
audience are increasingly using embedded finance to 
enhance their role in the commerce experience, increase 
their engagement with end users, and gather additional 
customer data.“

- (McKinsey)

The journey towards a complete B2B Payments Ecosystem has already begun with five key trends 
signifying growing momentum.

Trend #1: Shifting to closed-loop payment ecosystems

Closed-loop systems, such as PayPal, Venmo, and store-specific gift cards, provide payment 
facilities under control of an account managed by a single provider. Unlike open-loop systems, 
which route payments and settlements between multiple providers (e.g., Visa and MasterCard), 
closed-loop systems offer new ways for enterprises to manage their own money transfers, 
eliminate transaction fees, and leverage payments data.

A B2B Payments Ecosystem is a closed-loop system, owned and controlled by the enterprise. 
Any company adopting this approach can deploy Venmo-like capabilities to facilitate payments 
between customers, partners, vendors, and employees. 

https://www.pymnts.com/digital-payments/2022/94-of-companies-plan-investments-to-digitize-payments-and-finance-functions/
https://www.pymnts.com/digital-payments/2022/94-of-companies-plan-investments-to-digitize-payments-and-finance-functions/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/the-chessboard-rearranged-rethinking-the-next-moves-in-global-payments#:~:text=Nonbanks%20and%20technology%20players%20with%20a%20large%20captive%20audience%20are%20increasingly%20using%20embedded%20finance%20to%20enhance%20their%20role%20in%20the%20commerce%20experience%2C%20increase%20their%20engagement%20with%20end%20users%2C%20and%20gather%20additional%20customer%20data.
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Trend #2: Adopting account-to-account payments

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated demand for real-time AR and AP solutions, including account-
to-account (A2A) payments. Also known as account-based or direct account payments, A2A 
payments are direct electronic fund transfers from the buyer’s account to the seller’s, eliminating 
the need for bank intermediaries, and reducing costs and the risks of fraud. 
Popular A2A methods include standard ACH, same-day ACH, RTP, and wire transfers, yet these 
methods require an institutional intermediary.

With a B2B Payments Ecosystem, enterprises deploy A2A payments for themselves, through 
application programming interfaces (API) that integrate A2A capabilities directly into their 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system or AP software. A2A payments in one ecosystem offer 
several advantages to enterprises:

• Low transaction costs – payments are sent and received without an intermediary financial 
institution, reducing or eliminating transaction fees.

• Instant settlements – funds paid from a B2B ecosystem account reach payees in seconds, 
as the flow of funds eliminates unnecessary steps, such as traveling through financial 
intermediaries or processing physical checks.

• Improved visibility – with immediate awareness of payments received, payments sent, and 
overdue invoices, organizations have a clear line of sight into cash flow operations and a critical 
tool for forecasting – 77 percent of executives state that improved reconciliation with enhanced 
data is an important benefit of RTP (Pymnts.com).

”A2A transaction revenues continued to increase their 
contribution in most geographies, in total accounting for 
roughly 29 percent of 2021's rise in global [payments] 
revenue.“

- (McKinsey)

https://www.pymnts.com/news/payments-innovation/2020/new-data-85-pct-of-us-firms-plan-to-adopt-real-time-payments/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/the-chessboard-rearranged-rethinking-the-next-moves-in-global-payments#:~:text=Nonbanks%20and%20technology%20players%20with%20a%20large%20captive%20audience%20are%20increasingly%20using%20embedded%20finance%20to%20enhance%20their%20role%20in%20the%20commerce%20experience%2C%20increase%20their%20engagement%20with%20end%20users%2C%20and%20gather%20additional%20customer%20data.
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Trend #3: Embracing digital currencies

With 82 percent of Americans using some form of digital payments (McKinsey), cryptocurrency 
and other forms of digital currencies are firmly entrenched in the public consciousness. 
Enterprises recognize this untapped audience – 69 percent of businesses say the speed of crypto 
payments has the potential to revolutionize their business models (Payments Cards & Mobile) – 
yet remain uncertain as to how to adopt and deploy a digital currency payments solution. 

One of the key barriers to integrating digital currencies into enterprise finance operations is 
technological: many finance and IT teams lack the tools to engage with digital payments assets. 
A B2B Payments Ecosystem offers options for initiating digital payments, facilitating different 
implementations based on a number of criteria:

• How soon the enterprise wants to use digital currencies

• The number and likelihood of customers, partners, vendors, and employees using digital 
currencies

• The types of currencies and services to offer

• The desired degree of control over digital payments

• The level of integration necessary to support existing business systems and processes

”Increasing mainstream acceptance of 
cryptocurrencies on traditional payment platforms and 
the rise of central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) 
will push many large enterprises to incorporate digital 
currencies into their applications in the coming years. “

- (Gartner)

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/banking-matters/new-trends-in-us-consumer-digital-payments
https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/demystifying-crypto-cryptocurrency-adoption-by-businesses-and-consumers/
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-12-16-gartner-says-20-percent-of-large-enterprises-will-use-digital-currencies-by-2024
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Enterprises have employed supply chain finance (SCF) models for decades. Through credit 
financing facilities that let suppliers get paid quickly and buyers preserve their cash flow, SCF 
improves the financial stability of the supply chain and ensures the uninterrupted delivery 
of goods and services. According to PwC, key SCF impact areas include invoice process 
optimization, payment term enhancement, and supplier payment cycles – all supported by a 
B2B Payments Ecosystem.

“SCF requires the involvement of a SCF platform and an external finance provider who settles 
supplier invoices in advance of the invoice maturity date, for a lower financing cost than the 
suppliers’ own source of funds. This benefit is then shared among the parties.” (PwC)

A B2B Payments Ecosystem covers many components of SCF, with value gained through rapid 
access to cash, faster settlement times, and tighter relationships between buyers and sellers.

Trend #4: Evolving Supply Chain Finance

flow of funds

Client Distributor Suppliers

• Financial discounts for early 
payment

• Credit lines

•  Reduce payment costs

•  Value-added services

• Reduce period to receive 
payments

• Increase customer loyalty

• Increase working capital & 
liquidity

•  Reduce payment costs

• Reduce period to receive 
payments

• Custom SCF instruments

https://www.pwc.com/vn/en/deals/assets/supply-chain-finance-jul17.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/vn/en/deals/assets/supply-chain-finance-jul17.pdf
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The rollout of the FedNow instant payment service signals a critical choice for 
enterprises: get onboard now or wait for the early-stage dust to settle. Poised to become 
one of the biggest payment and clearance settlement services in the world, FedNow is not 
without its growing pains. Relatively few institutions have joined the program and rollout 
is limited to registered banks only, leaving businesses and consumers tied to bank 
partnerships.

Forward-looking enterprises know that adopting a B2B Payments Ecosystem early will 
smooth the on-ramp headaches of FedNow later. While both services are based on the 
promise of a “modern instant payment solution,” a B2B Payments Ecosystem further 
brings:

• Broader, global acceptance as FedNow is U.S. only

• Fewer transactional costs

• Less confusion over which buyers and sellers are FedNow participants

• Reduced payment settlement times for account transfers crossing between FedNow 
and the enterprise B2B Payments Ecosystem

Trend #5: Considering the move to FedNow

https://explore.fednow.org/explore-the-city?id=3&animation=false&postId=28&postTitle=the-federal-reserve-announces-july-launch-for-the-fednow-service
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How Alviere enables B2B Payments Ecosystems

All parties that the enterprise works with – whether suppliers, vendors, employees, B2B 
clients, or consumers (B2C) – set up Accounts through the white-label Alviere platform.

• These Accounts include full-featured banking functionality to facilitate integration 
into existing financial processes: routing and account numbers, debit cards, and FDIC 
insurance on a pass-through basis through partner banks in the U.S.

• Financial management can be integrated within an existing ERP, invoicing, or CRM 
system to avoid additional logins or different customer experiences (CX).

• Cryptocurrency is accepted without the hassle of managing digital assets on a balance 
sheet, meaning customers can pay in crypto and the platform seamlessly converts it 
into local currency (e.g., USD, EUR) for the enterprise.

• Through the Alviere platform, enterprises can enable additional features, such as 
sending global money transfers from the account. For example, an Airbnb Host, can be 
paid by Airbnb for a recent stay, instantly have funds settled in their Airbnb account, 
and then send a remittance to a supplier or loved one – all within minutes and via one 
consistent CX.
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The core of this ecosystem is the Alviere Proprietary Ledger. As payments flow from 
customer to enterprise to vendor, all monetary flows are automated, managed, and 
recorded through a single digital ledger. This simplifies payments management and 
reduces payment settlement times significantly.
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Three real-world examples of B2B 
Payments Ecosystems
 

Industry

Challenge

Pharmaceutical distribution

Operating at scale, distributors process a vast 
amount of payments across a network of large 
and small pharmacies. Looking to reduce bank 
transaction costs for a range of accounts, lending, 
and credit services offered to its network of 
pharmacies.

How a B2B 
Payments 
Ecosystem 
helps

Recognizing the substantial bargaining power 
with its suppliers, the company launched a B2B 
Payments Ecosystem to provide the same suite of 
financial services and reduce annual bank fees by 
50 percent.

As client and supplier accounts are managed 
through a single Alviere Proprietary Ledger, the flow 
of funds is accelerated and optimized— greatly 
increasing customer satisfaction.

Future outlook The company is better positioned to extend 
financial services beyond their supply chain, to offer 
valuable credit facilities and incentive programs to 
their customers, such as debit cards, gift cards, and 
loyalty rewards that drive traffic back to the retail 
pharmacies.

50%
Annual fees 
reduced by

with Alviere
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Industry

Challenge

Online marketplace

With strong competition and growing demand for 
products, online marketplaces are looking for new 
ways to attract and retain sellers around the world. 
Fast, simplified payments that work across borders 
is one way to differentiate in the market.

How a B2B 
Payments 
Ecosystem 
helps

With a B2B Payments Ecosystem that supports 
global money movement, the online marketplace 
provides faster, more cost-effective payments for 
international sellers. 

The ecosystem also minimizes or eliminates the 
transaction fees that traditional banks require to 
process payments to sellers.

Future outlook The online marketplace is better positioned to offer 
instant access to funds for sellers and, through 
additional functionality, allow sellers to easily remit 
funds anywhere in the world.

35%
Businesses say 

they’re adequately 
equipped to handle 

international 
transactions

(Visa)

B2B2C global marketplace

Industry

Challenge

Commercial airlines

A highly complex supply chain, volatile input costs, 
and geographically disparate operations has led 
to significant challenges in an airline’s corporate 
payables and receivables processes.

How a B2B 
Payments 
Ecosystem 
helps

A B2B Payments Ecosystem brings the opportunity 
to reduce costs, payments delays, and cross-border 
challenges. 

It also offers tighter integration with back-office 
functions for collections, account reconciliation and 
the optimization of foreign exchange payments.

Future outlook Predictable fees and greater control over payments 
translates to better understanding of the costs 
of doing business and a tighter grip on cash flow 
optimization. 
Key partners and suppliers benefit from richer and 
more transparent transaction data, giving both 
sides of the transaction a clearer understanding 
of settlement times and transaction costs, raising 
satisfaction levels for all.

$20B
Annual spend 
by airlines on 

payments costs
(McKinsey)

B2B2B travel & hospitality

https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/regional/na/us/visa-everywhere/documents/merchant-cross-border-study.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-infrastructure/our-insights/airline-retailing-how-payment-innovation-can-improve-the-bottom-line#:~:text=In%20fact%2C%20the%20airline%20industry%20spends%20over%20%2420%20billion%20a%20year%20on%20payment%20costs.
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Addressing the seven pain points in payments

Success in enterprise payments requires a new operating model that strikes the right balance 
between traditional banking functions and in-house ownership with value-added, cost-effective 
services. As a proven solution, the Alviere B2B Payments Ecosystem addresses Deloitte’s seven 
key challenges as follows.

1. High processing costs - Improved operational efficiency through 
A2A payments, a significant reduction in traditional bank fees, and 
the harmonization of all transactions through the Alviere Proprietary 
Ledger means less payments processing costs and scalability for 
tomorrow’s high-volume future.

2. Payment delays - With the Alviere Proprietary Ledger powering 
transactions globally, funds are made available instantly – no matter 
the time of day, time zone, or location.

3. Manual A/P processing - Alviere’s APIs integrate directly with 
back-office and ERP systems for seamless processing through the 
digital ledger.

4. Fraud risk – The Alviere HIVE platform includes an AI-powered 
surveillance suite for fraud and anti-money laundering (AML) 
monitoring in addition to a team of in-house compliance experts. 

5. Limited transaction visibility - Through the Alviere Portal and 
the Alviere Proprietary Ledger, enterprise finance teams have access 
to detailed and comprehensive transaction data for analysis and 
reporting, or uploading into their own business intelligence and 
analytics systems.

6. Supplier payment methods - The Alviere Account, the basis 
for all fund transfers between suppliers and clients, simplifies and 
harmonizes payments regardless of differences in currency and 
internal implementations.

7. Remittance data processing -  The Alviere Proprietary Ledger 
powers all transactions globally in a single ledger, ensuring all data 
is available and correct for back-office reconciliation systems and 
processes.

64%

71%

87%

78%

Businesses shifting away from 
physical invoices (Pymnts.com)

Executives “very” or “extremely” 
interested in implementing RTP
(Pymnts.com)

Global merchant executives 
see cross-border sales as their 
biggest growth potential (Visa)

Executives consider RTP fraud 
protection and security “very” 
or “extremely” valuable
(Pymnts.com)

https://products.alviere.com/b2b-payments-ecosystems
https://www.pymnts.com/news/b2b-payments/2021/64-pct-of-firms-move-away-from-physical-invoices/
https://www.pymnts.com/news/payments-innovation/2020/new-data-85-pct-of-us-firms-plan-to-adopt-real-time-payments/
https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/regional/na/us/visa-everywhere/documents/merchant-cross-border-study.pdf
https://www.pymnts.com/news/payments-innovation/2020/new-data-85-pct-of-us-firms-plan-to-adopt-real-time-payments/
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Conclusion

Enterprises able to make the fastest progress towards a B2B Payments Ecosystem are better 
positioned to capture the highest value from their supply chain. Freeing themselves from legacy 
payments infrastructures results in lower transaction costs, faster settlement times, and simpler 
supply chain finance that benefits customers, partners, vendors, and employees.

Overcoming the inertia of traditional banking systems requires the adoption of technology that 
addresses transaction costs, cross-border transactions, fraud, and integration into existing 
back-office systems. CFOs and finance leaders must take this challenge as a top priority to find 
the right answers now and build a B2B Payments Ecosystem that delivers significant benefits 
now, and in years to come.

Alviere has a team of in-house experts ready to connect and illustrate how a B2B Payments 
Ecosystem would impact payments operations and cash flow management. For further reading, 
the Buyer’s Guide: Key considerations in selecting an embedded finance provider can aid with 
evaluating strategic technology providers and strategic partners in enterprise finance. It’s time to 
harness the power of financial technology to transform business.

https://info.alviere.com/hubfs/eBooks%20and%20White%20Papers/Buyers%20Guide_Embedded%20Finance.pdf
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Alviere's embedded finance platform allows any organization to seamlessly integrate 
financial products and services into their existing offerings. The Alviere HIVE platform 
enables an extensive range of customizable, branded financial products and services, 
including accounts, cards, payment options, global money transfers, and Web3 
services. As a regulated financial institution, Alviere prioritizes compliance, security, 
and fraud prevention. To find out how Alviere can power the financial needs and 
aspirations of your customers, visit alviere.com.

https://alviere.com

